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Reflecting on last year and plans for 2022
Donald MacVicar SMAR Azure CTO
It’s been another intensive year at SMAR Azure, and we are pleased to have been supporting our increasing number of users and have been involved in exciting projects.
We closed the year with a brand-new version and step-changing version of AzureProject, a unique integrated sail design and optimisation software. As usual, we put a lot
of eﬀort in improving features related to production, design, and 3D graphics. We have
also released new versions of RigEdge - the unique rig design software – which
increases the speed and accuracy to look at the various rig load cases. Moreover, we
are very happy that many of our customers have designed sails that are winning important competitions all over the world!
Following last year’s virtual AzureProject
user-group meeting, we have repeated
the experience this year so we could
gather users from all the around the
world! Finally, we are already focused on
the next developments, including
upgrading the graphics for RigEdge and
adding additional sail options for Gaﬀ
Topsails as well as Mizzen stay sails.
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Warm Wishes,
Donald

What did Robin Imaz - Director of Limitless
Marine Design - say on RigEdge?
“ With RigEdge we can accurately analyze the
rig and sails loads, and as a result we are able
to perform structural calculations on our
designs with complete conﬁdence ”
Robin Imaz
Director
https://www.limitlessmd.com/

New AzureProject release!
We are very pleased to announce the release of the brand new AzureProject, with
awesome step changes to the three-dimensional graphics, which aims to support
sailmakers in view the ﬁnal sail before manufacturing and improve his/her communication with the ﬁnal customer.
Among the options, the sail designer can:
•

manage the setup of more detail markings such as draft stripe colour
and dimensions.
• add sail cloth texture to the panels, allowing visualisation of the
material orientation (as shown in the picture

“ in

AzureProject, user can now
visualise the real colour and texture
of the sailcloth

“

** Laminate sail cloth with and without taﬀeta

On behalf of SMAR
we wish you a

Wishing you a lovely Christmas season and a
very Happy New Year!
Support during the HOLIDAYS!

We know that holidays season is for people to relax, but for those of
you who will be working, please be aware that our support will be
unavailable on the 24th - 31st of December, as well as on the 1st - 3rd
of January.
We are keen to support all our clients’ urgent matters during the days
mentioned above as much as possible
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